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Declaration form / class rules / safety requirements  2014. 
Organizer: Oslo SF 
 
Sailnumber : _________              Buildnumber: _________ 
 
Owner/Skipper:____________________  Sailclub: _____________________________ 

 
The skipper is responsible for the boat to meet all requirements of the Express Class Rules 2014. Skipper is also responsible for 
ensuring that this form is filled out and signed before the registration of the championship. Use the form as a checklist, boats will 
be taken out for control. Express Class rules for 2014 should be on board during a race,and can be downloaded from 
www.expressklubben.com. 
 

 My 
measures 

Tolerance Rule Sign.  

Classemark,  sailnr.   C.8.3  

Placing of mast   Between 6 and 7 cm behind cross in deck. C.4.1  

If no cross in deck measure from  
J-measurel (Foretriangelbase) 

 3040-3050 C.4.1  

With of measuremarks  20mm F.4.5  

Distance measuremark mast  max 9500 C.4.1  

Lower measuremark mast   800-850mm C.4.1  

Spinnakerbooms attachment  1150mm    

Measuremark boom  max 3350 C.4.1  

Spinnakerbooms length  max 3090  F.6.5  

”Manwire” tightened  Mantau, 75 kg, min 150mm from deck C.5.4.b  

Rigging  19-tråder Dyform, Ø5mm (backstay 4mm) F.7.3  

Furnishings acc. to class rules   D.10  

Reinforcements   Fig 31, 
3.2 

D.10.3.c 

 

Decklayout acc to classrules   D.7.4  

Reinforsement in the back   May be reinforced up to deck, but not to the deck D.10.3.d   

Battery  60 Ah, veight min. 17kg C.3.1.a  

Table inside  Minimumt 3 kg C.3.1.a  

Bucket  Minimum 10 liter C.3.1.a  

Ancor    Min. 8 Kg or 7,5 Kg plus 0,5 Kg chain. C.3.1.a  

All pillows onboard  Min.50mm, back 120mm or 30 kg extra veight. C.3.1.a  

Fire destinguisher   C.3.1.a  

Towing rope  Min. 15m C.3.1.b  

Paddles  Length min 150cm, min 5dm
2
 blade C.3.1.b  

 
Skipper confirms to bring and use tracking equipment supplied by the organizers,  and a liability if it is not returned of 
Nok. 2000 -  
Skipper confirms to be familiar with the the Express Class Rules. Skipper also confirm that everything about the boat, 
be it hull, rigging, sails and furnishings, are within the class rules. Skipper also confirm that the boat has a liability 
insurance, and is a member of their national Express class. 

  
Date: ______________________ 

 
_______________        ______________ 
Skippers Sign.        Controllers Sign. 


